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Mention some appliances that make the work easier and 
better than before.

We think we’re very lucky because we have appliances that can do 
the jobs we hate. Like what?



instantly



satnav
Navigation that uses information from satellites 

abbreviation for satellite navigation



latest
the most recent



currently at the present time 



innovate
to introduce changes and new ideas  



cure-all
A medicine or product that can cure a wide variety of  problems



shock

A sudden or upsetting or surprising event or experience



draw
To take



gold-coated
Covered with gold



nanoshell
an extremely tiny case implanted in the body to fight disease 



tumour
a swelling of a part of the body 



micro-robot a tiny robot



sophisticated
developed to a high degree of complexity 



contact lenses
A thin plastic lens placed directly on the surface of the eye to 
correct visual defects 



!Fill	in	the	spaces	with	words	from	the	list	:

(	sophisticated	\	latest	\	drawn	\	instantly		\innovate\	currently	\	gold-coated		)

1. Modern	vaccines	are	………………………….being	tested	on	human	volunteers.	

2.	The	more	appliances	become……………………..…….,	the	harder	they	will	be	to	use.	

3.	…………………………inventions	will	seem	old-fashioned	in	just	a	few	years.	

4.	I	think,	in	the	future,	money	will	be	………………..….……..by	our	cell	phones.	

5.	Milk	contains	calcium	and	other	substances	that	will	help	you	fall	asleep	………………..	

6.	Medical	inventions	that	scientists…………………………..can	improve	our	life.

currently

sophisticated

latest

drawn

instantly

innovate



1-It	is	important	to	keep	our	....................................clean	to	get	rid	of	bacteria.	
a.	micro-robot	 b.	contact	lens	 c.	satnav	 	 d.	cure-all	
		

2-	This	diet	pill	is	certainly	not	a	………………..……	for	those	struggling	to	lose	weight.	
a.	micro-robot	 b.	contact	lens	 c.	satnav	 	 d.	cure-all	
		

3-	With	the	use	of	……………………….………,	drivers	know	the	way	and	save	time.	
a.	micro-robot	 b.	contact	lens	 c.	satnav	 	 d.	cure-all	
		

4-	A……………………….…..can	repair	organs	that	are	not	working	properly.	
a.	micro-robot	 b.	contact	lens	 c.	satnav	 	 d.	cure-all	
		

5-	…………………		are	designed	to	destroy	tumours	and	avoid	the	unwanted	side	effects	.	
a.	tumour														 b.	shock										 	 c.		nanoshells						 d.	cure-all	

!Choose	the	best	answer	from	a	,	b	,	c	,	and	d	:
b.	contact	lens

d.	cure-all

c.	satnav

a.	micro-robot

c.		nanoshells	



 do the jobs easily by home appliances.
We can communicate with people by computers, mobile phones and other devices. 

We can coordinate our schedules by online calendars. 





Are you for or against modern technology?  Give reasons.

I am for because Science is important because it influences most 
aspects of  everyday life, including food, energy, medicine, 
transportation, leisure activities and more. 

How will micro-robots help doctors?

They can travel in the body and repair organs. They can cure 
cancer tumours. 
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How might cars change in the future?

What is meant by ‘satnav’ in modern cars? 

They are systems in modern cars that help drivers find their 
ways by connecting to satellites. 

It’s the abbreviation for satellite navigation.





1

2

3
4



They thought they were lucky because they could travel by car and they could see films at the cinema.

Robots will be doing all the housework.

Micro-robots will be able to travel through the human body and repair organs that are not working properly.



What will micro-robots do in the future?

They will be able to travel through our bodies and repair 
organs that are not working properly. 



Mobile phones will continue to get smaller and become 
more and more sophisticated.

How will cell-phones change?

We will soon be able to wear ‘active contact lenses’ which 
display our e-mails and Internet web-pages.

How will we read emails and Internet web-pages?

There will be big changes in medicine. Discuss how.
Gold-coated ‘nanoshells’ are being developed. They will be able 
to find cancer tumours and destroy them, using heat. 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Future Travel



In your opinion, do you think that technology has a great 
impact on people’s daily life? How?

How do you think cars will change in the future?



suspension
a part attached to the wheels of  the vehicle to cushion it 
from road conditions  



bio-fuel
fuel made from living matter 



Wind-screen wiper
a rubber blade used to clear rain from a windscreen 



obstacle
a thing that blocks one's way 



outlandish
looking or sounding strange or unfamiliar  



implement
to put an action or a change into effect  







outlandish
high-end

suspension
sensor

innovation
bio-fuel

filter
emit
conserve



For example
For instance

Namely

To summarise

In short

In conclusion
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What do you expect the household robot will be able to do?

It will do all the housework including washing, cleaning and cooking. 
It will look after the house when you are out. 
 It will remind you of  important dates.











can’t
can

can
could

couldn’t







!From	a	,	b	,	c	and	d	choose	the	correct	answer	:
1-When	the	fog	lifts,	we	…..........………….…..	to	see	clearly	
	a.	can	 	 	 b.	could	 	 c.	will	be	able	 	 d.	may	
		
2-I	am	an	adult	I	……...............…to	understand	teenagers.	
a.	am	unable		 b.	won't	 	 c.	can't	 	 	 d.	could		
		
3-I	had	no	keys,	so	I	……………......….	lock	the	door.	
a.	can’t		 	 b.	wasn't	able	to	 c.	might	not		 	 d.	must	

4-Employers	…………..….	reach	their	offices	on	time	because	of	the	heavy	traffic.	
a.	can	 	 	 b.	mustn't																		c.	able	to		 	 	 d.	can't	



Wish + simple past / past perfect 
Grammar reference page 132

Wish	+	Past	Simple	
We	can	use	'wish'	to	talk	about	something	that	we	would	like	to	be	
different	in	the	present	or	the	future.	It's	used	for	things	which	are	
impossible	or	very	unlikely.
!Use	wish	to	complete	the	following	sentences:		
1-	I	don't	have	a	big	house.	
I	wish………………………………………………………………………………………………………	
2-	You	don't	live	close	by.	
I	wish………………………………………………………………………………………………………	
3-	Unfortunately,	he	is	busy	tomorrow.	
I	wish	
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

I had a big house

You lived close by

He wasn’t busy tomorrow



1. 	Unfortunately,	I	can't	speak	Spanish.	
I	wish	………………………………………………………………………………………………..		
2-	Unfortunately,	we	can't	go	to	the	party	tonight.	
I	wish	………………………………………………………………………………………………..

!Use	wish	to	complete	the	following	sentences:	

I could speak Spanish.

We could go to the party tonight.



Wish	+	would:		
We	use	'would'	with	'wish'	about	other	people	who	are	doing	(or	not	doing)	
something	that	we	don't	like	and	we	want	that	person	to	change	that	behaviour.		
We	usually	use	it	about	the	weather.

1. John	usually	eats	all	the	chocolate.		

I	wish……………………………………………………………………………………………………..	

2.	Our	neighbours	always	make	much	noise.		

I	wish……………………………………………………………………………………………………..	

3.	Mr.	Adel	smokes	a	lot	of	cigarettes.	

I	wish……………………………………………………………………………………………………..

John wouldn’t  eat all the chocolate.

Our neighbours wouldn’t make much noise.

Mr. Adel wouldn’t smoke a lot of cigarettes.



1. I	didn't	study	hard	at	school,	and	now	I'm	sorry	about	it.	
I	wish……………………………………………………………………….………………………	
		

1. The	train	was	late	today.	
I	wish………………………………………………………………….……………………………

I had studied at school.

The train hadn’t been late.



The first sentence uses the past perfect to express  
a regret (a wish that a past event had turned out differently).

The second sentence uses the simple past to express a wish that 
something might happen, even though the wished event is very 
unlikely to happen.



understood
had called

had listened

were
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1. My father wished he ……………… the manager when he 
came yesterday. 
a- met          b- had met          c- meets            d- could meet 
2. I wish I ………………. get high marks this year. 
a- can          b- could               c- may               d- will 
3. I wished I …………… how to sew. 
a- know       b- knows             c- knew              d- had known 
4. They will wish it ……………. warmer. 
a- will be     b- would be         c- can be            d- must be 
5. I wish I ………….. hard at school. 
a- study      b- had studied     c- can                 d- studied



!From	a	,	b	,	c	and	d	choose	the	correct	answer	:

1-When	the	fog	lifts,	we	…..........………….…..	to	see	clearly	
	a.	can		 	 b.	could	 	 c.	will	be	able	 	 d.	may	

2-I	am	an	adult	I	……...............…to	understand	teenagers.	
a.	am	unable	 b.	won't	 	 c.	can't	 	 	 d.	could		

3-I	had	no	keys,	so	I	……………......….	lock	the	door.	
a.	can't	 	 b.	wasn't	able	to	 			c.	might	not		 	 d.	must	
		
4-Employers	…….….	reach	their	offices	on	time	because	of	the	heavy	traffic.	
a.	can		 	 b.	mustn't																		c.	able	to			 	 d.	couldn’t			

5-You	………………..drink	this.	It	is	poisonous.	
a.	have	to	 	 b.	mustn't	 	 c.	wouldn't		 	 d.	can		



bifocal
having two different focal lengths and another one for 
near vision   



frequent
happening or doing something often  



instigate
to bring about or initiate an action or event  



legible
(of  handwriting or print) clear enough to read 



obedient
obeying commands



patient
able to wait without becoming annoyed or anxious  



reputation
the beliefs or opinions that are generally held about someone or 
something someone or something  



software
the programmes used by a comput 



spot
a particular space or point 



unhappy, unable, unacceptable, unasked, unavailable, unaware, 
unequal, unhelpful, unfriendly, unusual, uninteresting, unfair, 
unhealthy, unbelievable, uncomfortable    





illegal
Disobedient

unfriendly

illegible

untidy







irresponsible

unhappy
impossible
illogical
immature
disrespectful
unreasonable



disconnected

illegal
unpractical
inactive
irrelevant
inefficient
uneducated



unnecessary

disagreeable
illegible
irregular
imperfect
unusable
incapable



disintegrated

illiterate
disadvantageous
irreparable
incorrect
improbable
incomplete
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haven’t been able to
won’t be able to

Can
can

could / can

can’t

Can

could



can

could

can
to be able to

can

could

can





were

had known

had felt

found

were



4.Write wish sentences using the cues 
provided.
we / not eaten / so much / lunch / too full
I wish we hadn’t eaten so much at lunch; I’m too full 
now.
A- we / won the match / play this weekend
I wish we had played this weekend; we 
could’ve won the match
B- you / not / do that / really irritating
I wish you hadn’t done that; it was really 
irritating.
C- I / studied / harder / pass / exam
I wish I had studied harder; I would’ve 
passed the exam.
D- teacher / not given / homework / relax / 
tonight

I wish the teacher hadn’t given us any 
homework; I would’ve relaxed tonight.

E- I / not missed bus / arrived on time / not told 
off
I wish I hadn’t missed the bus, I would’ve 
arrived on time and not been told off.
F- I / entered competition / won prize
I wish I had entered the competition; I 
would’ve won a prize.
G- you / told me / problems / I / help
I wish you had told me about your 
problems; I could’ve helped you.

H- I / stay up late / not tired today
I wish I hadn’t stayed up late last night; I 
wouldn’t have been tired today.
I- I / not spent / money / buy / new book
I wish I hadn’t spent all my money; I would 
have bought that new book.
J- I / gone shopping / new game / not bored
I wish I had gone shopping for a new 
game; I wouldn’t have felt bored.



Complete the first gap in each part of the conversation with the correct adjective. Complete 
the second gap with the negative form of the same adjective. There are more words than you 
need.       Comfortable / frequent / friendly / happy / honest / legal / loyal / polite / tidy 

Q: Are there frequent flights to Rome from here?
A: No, I’m afraid flights to Rome are very infrequent – only twice a week.
a Q: Were the cabin crew on your flight                           ?
A: No, they were very                     – they were often really rude.
b Q: Were they                       ?
A: No, in fact they were quite                     . When I bought some gifts, they didn’t give 
me enough change.
c Q: But the other passengers were quite                    , weren’t they?
A: No, they were very                         – nobody smiled or even talked to me.
d Q: Was the plane                   ?
A: No, it wasn’t. It was very                  – there was rubbish all over the place.
e Q: What about the seats? Were they                        ?
A: No, the seats were terribly                               . They were hard and rough.
f Q: So when you got off the plane you weren’t                    ?
A: No, I was very                   . In fact, I’m going to complain to the airline company.

polite
impolite

honest
dishonest

friendly
unfriendly

tidy
untidy

comfortable
uncomfortable

happy
unhappy
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Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences:
1. I can’t reading the e-mails without my glasses. I need him. 
a) ………………………………… b) …………………………….. 
2. He lose his wallet two days ago. He hasn’t be able to buy anything 
since then. 
a) ………………………………… b) …………………………….. 
3. I couldn’t be able to get my new computer until my father give me 
money. 
a) ………………………………… b) …………………………….. 
4. My young sister wished she knows how to climbing mountains. 
a) ………………………………… b) …………………………….. 
5. I could drive very well. I pass my test last week. 
a) ………………………………… b) ……………………………..

read them

lost been

haven’t been gave

had known climb

can passed



1. They wishes it will rain. 
a) …………………………………   b) …………………………….. 

2. The writer wishes he will find him novel more interesting.  
a) …………………………………   b) ……………………………..

Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences:

wish would

would his
3. They wish they hadn’t eat so much at lunch; they were too full now.  
a) ………………………………… b) …………………………….. 

4. When I were four years old I can swim very well. 
a) ………………………………… b) …………………………….. 

5. My brother be able to speak French and English fluent. 
a) ………………………………… b) ……………………………..

eaten are

was could

is able to fluently



terminal
a device at which a user enters data for 
 a computer system and that displays the received output



the trunk of  the human body 
torso



heart rate
the speed of  your heart rate 



wearer
the person wearing something , especially clothing 



transmit
to send an electric signal 



‘smart clothing’ 









I’d like to tell you about our fantastic new invention. It’s a 
wonderful innovation which can control our temperature and keep 
us cool in the summer and warm in the winter. 

This is the invention you have all been waiting for. It’s a perfect one which 
can help to save lives by checking the wearer’s heart rate and blood pressure 
and transmitting this information to a doctor. 

The best thing about our new smart clothing is that they can heat up, cool 
down, change color or even size themselves.  This is what our new invention 
can do for you.

Class discussion 
Selling a new item of  ‘smart clothing’
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What do you think robots can do in the future?
Robots can look after the house when you go out. If  someone 
trespasses, they will phone you.
Robots can remember everything you tell it and remind you 
about important dates.

They can remind you about birthdays and anniversaries.



trespass
to enter the owner's land or property without permission 



remind
to cause (someone) to remember someone or something 



anniversary
the date on which an event took place in a previous year



recharge
to restore electrical power in a device 





a- to make the advert more personal.

b-to make the reader feel actively engaged with the advert.

c- The style of  writing is informal. The advert seems more like a 
friendly conversation than an advert.

d- The writer uses a list of  bullet points to make the advert quick 
and easy to read.



Do you think a robomate is useful? Why?

• It can translate between languages. 

• You can ask it to do jobs around the house for 
you. It particularly likes the jobs you find boring. 

• It can look after the house when you go out. If  
someone trespasses, Robomate will phone you.



• If  you are away, and you want to check 
everything is okay at home, you can see what’s 
going on through a special webcam. 

• It can remember everything you tell it and 
remind you about important dates like birthdays 
and anniversaries. This is particularly useful if  
you have a busy life or a bad memory. 

• Its batteries last for 48 hours without recharging.





Before writing
Please read the following instructions to know how to write an accurate outline :



Conclusion: 

a) Summarize all main points 
b) Restate your thesis 
c) Add a call to action: what you want 
readers to do after reading your essay 
 

Note: Write only one sentence to highlight your opinion and your 
recommendations.



Outline
Introduction :…………………………………………………………………………………………….  

Body  ( Paragraph 1 ) :…………………………………………………………..

Idea 1 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
Idea 2 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

Idea 3 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

Body  ( Paragraph 2 ) :…………………………………………………………..

Idea 1 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
Idea 2 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
Idea 3 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 



Topic
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
....... ………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
......... ………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................

......... ………………………………………………………………………………………………....................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
.........
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b

c



c



a

e



a d



bio-fuels, namely used vegetable oil 

filtering cleaning
be reused to power your family car

conserve petrol
completely renewable emits less pollution 



Smartex

A watch that can do everything

make phone calls.
Remind you about important dates.
use it to measure your heart rate.

use it to count your steps.
 KWD 99.999

by phone or online

WWW. Smartex@ing.com




